Abstract. After a general introduction to the vorton method, which is a vortex method resembling the 2-D point-vortex method, a set of equations describing dynamics of 3-D vortex singularities (vortons) is derived, avoiding the inconsistency in the derivation of other vorton equations which have been applied. Though inviscid, numerical simulations show reconnection phenomena.
Introduction
Application of vorticity theory to the study of turbulence is not only formally attractive. It can be claimed that the problem of turbulence is a problem of vorticity dynamics. Therefore, it seems mathematically attractive and physically acceptable to consider (turbulent) fluid dynamics in terms of "parcels" of vorticity which induce displacement and deformation on each other. This is the basic idea behind the use of vortex methods in fluid dynamics.
The vorticity vector w is defined by:
where v is the velocity field.
3-D inviscid vortex deformation (reorientation and stretching) is described by the Helmholtz equation:
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where the rate of strain tensor Sij =_ ~ Oxj + Oxi •
The Vorton Method
The vorton method can shortly be described by:
The "vortex elements" are, essentially, 3-D point vortices or coreless infinitesimal vortex "blobs".
-
The method is completely local/Lagrangian: the deformation of the vortons is followed on their paths through 3-D space. -Displacement and deformation of a vorton are derived from the vorton velocity field caused by all the other vortons. Deformation is derived from the Helmholtz equation (2). A vorton labelled a has a location vector, r~, and a vorticity intensity vector, 7~. A vorton is represented by an arrow.
For every vorton we need a set of displacement and deformation equations, which can be derived once we have found the vorton velocity and vorticity field. These fields can be found from the following vorton vector-potential field:
where Ra ~1 x -xa I.
From this vector-potential field we find the following velocity field: If we compare this field with the non-divergencefree vorton vorticity field originally introduced by Novikov in [51 (and also used by Kuwabara in [4] ), which consists of the delta-functions only, we conclude that the second (gradient) part of (4) makes the vorticity field divergencefree. It can be regarded as the nonlocal vorticity field surrounding the original singular vorton represented by the first part. So vortons are not really 3-D point vortices.
In order to avoid (infinite) "self-displacement", the displacement equation of vorton oz is derived by applying the velocity field ~ induced by all other vortons The deformation equation for vorton a is derived from eq. (2) by substituting velocity field ~a and substituting ")'a for ~.
